Enapter AG: Expectations for first
“Integration Partner Training” clearly
exceeded
▪

More than 300 participants from over 30 countries
▪ Exclusive insights into the future of AEM Electrolysers
Berlin (February 10, 2022); Enapter AG (ISIN:DE000A255G02) successfully hosted its first
three-day virtual “Integration Partner Training” at the start of February. The event series
attracted more than 300 participants from over 30 countries, including many potential new
partners. Enapter’s integration partners support clients with the seamless realisation of
hydrogen projects that rely on Enapter electrolysers for green hydrogen production.
Participants received comprehensive training across multiple workshops to be able to
integrate patented AEM Electrolysers in diverse applications for customers – according to
current standards. Today, around 100 partners work with Enapter around the world.
A thematic focus of the event series was on current developments within the company, as
well as the modularity and safety of Enapter’s AEM Electrolysers. In addition to getting an
exclusive outlook on the company’s next generation of electrolysers, participants received
extensive integration tips for Enapter products, explanations about all the latest
developments with software, hardware and the Enapter App, as well as comprehensive
information on the company’s partner programme.
These integration partners create hydrogen applications with their customers based on
Enapter’s technology, unlocking green hydrogen solutions for diverse areas such as aviation,
transport, industry, food production, emergency power, and use in research and
development. In total, integration partners responsible for almost 100 different green
hydrogen use cases were represented at the event series.
“Our first Online Training Programme was super. With more than 300 participants, our
expectations were very clearly exceeded. In the last years, we have been able to
significantly expand the number of our integration partners, and we are seeing a steadily
growing demand for our electrolysers – also in the megawatt class. With the introduction of
the next generation of devices, which will be even lighter, cheaper and more compact, we
will ignite the next level of green hydrogen production.” – Sebastian-Justus Schmidt,
Founder and CEO of Enapter.

Those interested in further information on Enapter’s partner programme can find it via the
following link: www.enapter.com/partners
About Enapter AG
Enapter is an innovative energy technology company that manufactures highly efficient
hydrogen generators to replace fossil fuels and thus drive the energy transition globally. The
patented and proven Anion Exchange Membrane (AEM) technology enables the mass
production of cost-effective plug-&-play electrolysers for green hydrogen at any scale. The
modular systems are already used in 44 countries in energy, mobility, industry, heating and
telecommunications. Enapter has subsidiaries in Italy, Germany, Thailand and Russia.
Enapter AG is listed on the regulated market of the Frankfurt and Hamburg stock exchanges,
WKN: A255G0
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